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Abstract
Local field potentials (LFPs) have become an important measure of neuronal population activity in the brain and could provide
robust signals to guide the implant of visual cortical prosthesis in the future. However, it remains unclear whether LFPs can
detect weak cortical responses (e.g., cortical responses to equiluminant color) and whether they have enough visual spatial
resolution to distinguishdifferent chromatic and achromatic stimulus patterns. By recording fromawake behavingmacaques in
primary visual cortex, here we demonstrate that LFPs respond robustly to pure chromatic stimuli and exhibit ∼2.5 times lower
spatial resolution for chromatic than achromatic stimulus patterns, a value that resembles the ratio of achromatic/chromatic
resolution measured with psychophysical experiments in humans. We also show that, although the spatial resolution of LFP
decays with visual eccentricity as is also the case for single neurons, LFPs have higher spatial resolution and show weaker
response suppression to low spatial frequencies than spiking multiunit activity. These results indicate that LFP recordings are
an excellent approach to measure spatial resolution from local populations of neurons in visual cortex including those
responsive to color.
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Introduction

The primary visual cortex (area V1) is fed by 3 major thalamic
pathways that carry different combinations of inputs from cone
photoreceptors that are sensitive to long (L), medium (M), and
short (S) wavelengths. Parvocellular neurons compute the differ-
ence between L and M inputs, koniocellular neurons the differ-
ence between S and the sum of L +M inputs, and magnocellular
neurons compute L +M sums (Derrington et al. 1984; Sun et al.
2006). Magnocellular and parvocellular neurons measure local

contrast by taking the difference between inputs to their recep-
tive field centers and surrounds (Wiesel and Hubel 1966; Reid
and Shapley 1992, 2002; Lee et al. 1998).When the center and sur-
round involve the same cone combination, the subtraction gen-
erates band-pass spatial frequency tuning, as is the case in
magnocellular neurons, where only a band of intermediate spa-
tial frequencies pass to later stages of visual processing (Hicks
et al. 1983; Derrington and Lennie 1984). Conversely, when the
center-surround subtraction involves different cones, as in the
parvocellular pathway, the neurons only pass the low spatial
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frequencies of equiluminant red/green gratings (low-pass tun-
ing). Since koniocellular neurons subtract (L +M) from S, they
also pass only the low spatial frequencies of equiluminant
blue/yellow gratings (Szmajda et al. 2006; Tailby, Solomon, et al.
2008; Tailby, Szmajda, et al. 2008; Roy et al. 2009).

The sensitivity of humans to different spatial frequencies
matches the sensitivity of thalamic and retinal ganglion cells
measured in macaque monkeys. Like thalamic neurons, the
human spatial frequency tuning is low-pass for chromatic grat-
ings and band-pass for achromatic gratings and the visual acuity
is also 3 times higher for achromatic than chromatic gratings [∼30
vs. 10 cycles/° (Mullen 1985)]. However, while the chromatic spa-
tial frequency tuning is low-pass in humans, it can be low-pass or
band-pass in single cortical neurons (Thorell et al. 1984; Lennie
et al. 1990; Leventhal et al. 1995; Johnson et al. 2001, 2004, 2008).
Therefore, human perception at threshold does not match the
sensitivity of individual cortical neurons and finding a better
match may require measurements of combined activity from
neuronal populations. Our current understanding of neuronal
population responses to color relies on measurements made
on single neurons or functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI). Another measure of neuronal population activity, the
local field potential (LFP), has received renewed interest in re-
cent years because of its potential use for cortical prosthesis
(Andersen et al. 2004). However, it remains unclear whether
LFPs can generate robust responses to equiluminant chromat-
ic gratings and have enough spatial resolution to resolve
different chromatic and achromatic stimulus patterns. Here,
we demonstrate that LFPs recorded through the depth of the
cortex respond robustly to chromatic equiluminant gratings
and, similar to human perception, LFP responses have lower
spatial resolution and are more low-pass for chromatic than
achromatic gratings. In addition, we demonstrate that LFP
responses have higher spatial resolution and weaker size sup-
pression than multiunit activity. Therefore, we conclude that
LFP signals provide an excellent measure of local V1 activity
and have better spatial resolution than multiunit spiking
activity.

Materials and Methods
Surgery and Preparation

Two adult male rhesus monkeys were surgically implanted with
ahead post, a scleral eye coil, and a recording chamber. Inside the
recording chamber, we implanted a chronic multielectrode array
with 3–7 independently movable electrodes to record LFP activity
(Swadlow et al. 2005). The electrodes were 40-µm-diameter plat-
inum–tungsten filaments, pulled, and sharpened to a fine tip of
∼1 µm. Animals were trained to hold a bar and fixate on a small
cross of 0.12°. After fixating for 0.5 s, static sine-wave gratings
were presented over a period of 2 s to measure the chromatic se-
lectivity, spatial frequency tuning, and size tuning of LFPs. Each
trial was aborted and repeated if the animal fixation deviated
more than 1° from the center of the cross or if the animal released
the bar prior to the end of stimulus presentation. To estimate the
cortical depth of the recordings, we measured the polarity of the
LFP waveform based on summing the first 60 ms of response
following the first presentation of a luminance grating. All proce-
dures were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the
US Department of Agriculture and approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at the State University of
New York, College of Optometry [see (Chen et al. 2008) for further
details].

Visual Stimuli

Stimuli were presented on a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor
(Sony GDM F520, refresh rate: 160 Hz). The receptive field of the
LFP was mapped with sparse noise consisting of either 256 light
squares presented on a 16 × 16 grid (0.71°/square side) or 1600
light squares presented on a 40 × 40 grid (0.59°/square side).
Light squares were flashed for 20 ms and separated by 100 ms.
When a single neuron was recorded simultaneously with the
LFP, the grating stimulus was centered at the receptive field pos-
ition of the neuron. In these cases, the receptive field center of
each single neuron was mapped using the spike-triggered aver-
age of Hartley stimuli (Ringach et al. 1997) presented at 80 Hz.
TheHartley stimuli weremade of gratingswith 88 different orien-
tations, 41 different spatial frequencies, and 4 different phases,
usually presented at 2–3 different sizes (0.1, 0.2, and 0.4° per
pixel). In LFP recordings, the spatial frequency tuning was mea-
suredwith large grating stimuli of 8° diameter and 0° orientation.
We chose these stimulus parameters because equiluminant
chromatic gratings generated themost robust LFP response tran-
sients to large gratings (see Results for size tuning in this article)
and the amplitude of the LFP transient was poorly tuned to orien-
tation (Lashgari et al. 2012). LFPs are also untuned to orientation
when flashed bars are used (Mineault et al. 2013).

The emission spectra for the red (R), green (G), and blue (B)
monitor phosphors were measured with a Photo Research PR
650 SpectraScan spectroradiometer. Since our LFP recordings
cover foveal receptors, excitations for the long- (L), medium-
(M), and short- (S) wavelength sensitive cones were obtained for
the 3 phosphors from the dot product of the emission spectra and
the Smith–Pokorny 2° cone fundamentals (Smith and Pokorny
1975). Using the procedure described by Zaidi and Halevy
(1993), this cone response space was converted to the cardinal
color space used by Derrington et al. (1984) defined by (L −M),
(S), and (L +M + S) axes. For simplicity, we will call (L −M) the
red/green axis (RG), S the blue/yellow axis (BY), and (L +M + S)
the light/dark or luminance axis (LD). S and (L +M) cone absorp-
tions are constant in the RG axis, L and M are constant in the
BY axis, and all cone absorptions vary together in the LD axis.
Figure 1 shows the L, M, and S coordinates at the intersection
and ends of the 3 cardinal axes. Cone contrasts were calculated
for each axis as in the following equation:

jΔLmax=WLj þ jΔMmax=WMj þ jΔSmax=WSj ð1Þ

where WL (0.647), WM (0.353), and WS (0.0109) are the cone ex-
citations at the white point (W) and ΔLmax, ΔMmax, and ΔSmax are
the maximum excursions from the white point to the end of
each axis. Notice that cone excitations are dimensionless units
as they are calculated as the ratios of cone absorptions (MacLeod
and Boynton 1979). ΔLmax, ΔMmax, and ΔSmax are, respectively,
0.647, 0.353, and 0.0109 at the LD axis, 0.036, 0.036, and 0 at the
RG axis and 0, 0, and 0.0079 at the BY axis. TheW and Δmax values
are used to calculate the cone excitations at each axis edge.

After applying Equation (1), the maximum cone contrasts
available along the RG, BY, and LD axes were:

RG : contrast ðLÞ ¼ 5:56%; contrast ðMÞ ¼ 10:1%; contrast ðSÞ ¼ 0%
BY : contrast ðLÞ ¼ 0%; contrast ðMÞ ¼ 0%; contrast ðSÞ ¼ 72:5%
LD : contrast ðLÞ ¼ 100%; contrast ðMÞ ¼ 100%; contrast ðSÞ ¼ 100%:

The maximum cone contrast was 4.5 times lower along the RG
axis (5.56 + 10.1% = 15.7%) than along the BY axis (72.5%) because
cone excitations are heavily correlated between L and M.
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In these color tests, we did not use the maximum cone con-
trast available. Instead, the cone contrasts were set to 85% of
the maximum to allow adding an LD grating with 15% contrast
to RG and BY gratings. This addition was needed to identify LFP
chromatic responses with our phase test (see below). Therefore,
the maximum cone contrast in the RG axis was 85% of 15.7%
(13.3%) and the maximum contrast in the BY axis was 85 of
72.5% (61.6%). Since we were recording LFPs from populations of
cells, we chose to manipulate stimuli in a thalamus-based space
rather than along cone axes (Shapley and Hawken 2011). The
thalamic axes facilitate separation of population chromatic
responses from luminance responses, whereas cone axes (e.g.,
L-cone isolating stimuli) would give a mix of chromatic and
luminance responses.

Identification of LFP Chromatic Responses

To identify pure chromatic LFP responses, we selected only those
sites that responded stronger to RG and BY gratings than to a 15%
contrast LD grating (Fig. 2a–c, contrast test). This approach re-
jected any LFP chromatic response that could be caused by an
artifactual luminance mismatch between the 2 chromatic bars
of the grating. Because the maximum cone contrast used in the
RG axis was 13.3%, the largest residual luminance possible
(13.3%) was lower than the luminance of 15% contrast LD grat-
ings. Luminance mismatches are more likely to be a problem in
equiluminant BY gratings because the macular pigment absorbs
more blue than yellow light (Snodderly, Brown, et al. 1984). Out of
all cases examined by Cottaris (2003), the maximum artifact
occurred with S cone isolating stimuli (at 84% cone contrast),
which gave a combined L andM cone contrast of 10.8% in thema-
caque. Since 10.8% is smaller than 15%, an LFP recording site was
classified as chromatic if the LFP responded more strongly to BY
gratings than 15% LD gratings.

This contrast test was very strict and rejected many LFPs that
responded robustly to chromatic contrast but also responded to
low luminance contrast. Because combined color/luminance
responses are very common in neurons from area V1 (Johnson
et al. 2001, 2004), we used a second phase-independence test to

identify LFP chromatic responses. In the phase test, we added a
10–15% LD grating to our luminance and chromatic gratings
either in-phase oropposite-phase (Fig. 2d–f; phase test). LFP lumi-
nance responses were stronger when the added gratings were in
phase with the luminance component than when they were out
of phase. If a chromatic grating had only an insignificant lumi-
nance component, LFP responses would not differ across phase
combinations. Therefore, a robust LFP response was classified
as chromatic by the phase test if there was no significant differ-
ence between the paired responses of the 4 phase combinations.
To discard noisymeasurements, the responses to chromatic grat-
ings without luminance component had to have a signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) ≥2 (see below for definition of SNR). In total,
we measured the responses of 92 different LFP recording sites,
which were tested for significant chromatic responses with the
contrast test (n = 80) and the phase test (n = 92). Twenty-five LFP
recordings passed the phase test for red/green gratings, 23 for
blue/yellow gratings, and 16 for both. Seventeen LFP recordings
passed the contrast test for red/green gratings, 20 for blue/yellow
gratings, and 16 for both. Of the 80 LFP recordings subjected to
both contrast and phase tests, 16 passed both tests, 15 for blue/
yellow gratings, 13 for red/green gratings, and 12 for both color
axes.

Data Analysis

To measure the spatial frequency tuning and size tuning, static
gratings were presented for 20 ms and separated by blanks of
480 ms in a sequence that lasted 2 s. The parameter range was
0.01–6 cycles per degree (cpd) for spatial frequency and 0.5–12°
for size tuning. We used a maximum LD axis contrast of 94%
for all LFP measurements of spatial frequency tuning and size
tuningwith the exception of 6 LFP recordings inwhich the spatial
frequency tuning was obtained at a maximum LD axis contrast
of 30%.

Both multiunit activity (MUA) and LFP visual responses were
measured simultaneously within a temporal window of 250 ms
following the stimulus onset, as the average of 32 amplitude va-
lues (4 stimulus onsets per trial, 8 trials). The LFP amplitude was
defined as the difference between the peak (maximum) and
trough (minimum) LFP valuewithin the 250 ms, which is ameas-
ure commonly used to characterize the amplitude of histograms,
impulse responses, and visual evoked potentials driven by brief
stimuli. Notice that the LFP amplitudemeasured with brief static
stimuli (20 ms) is different from the amplitude of LFP frequency
components measured with gratings drifting for several seconds
(Lashgari et al. 2012). Trials with LFP amplitudes >1 mV were re-
jected from the analysis to avoid occasional LFP deflections
caused by small movements such as licking, which were rare in
our recordings. We restricted our analysis to LFP recordings that
had enough amplitude to perform reliable measurements. To se-
lect robust LFP recordings, we calculated the SNR of the LFP aver-
age. The SNR was measured as the maximum LFP amplitude
divided by twice the standard deviation of the baseline (500 ms
preceding the stimulus onset). We chose this SNR measurement
because it relates the noise directly to the LFP amplitude. We
chose tomeasure the standard deviation of the baseline noise be-
cause it is a robust measurement based on multiple values and
not just 2 arbitrary noisemaximumandminimumvalues.We se-
lected LFP recordings with SNR ≥2 measured at the spatial fre-
quency peak for spatial frequency tuning and at the preferred
size for size tuning. MUA responses were converted to spike
density waveforms (σ = 10 ms). The SNR for MUA was calculated
as the maximum response within the first 250 ms following the

Figure 1. Color space. The equiluminant chromatic plane is defined by the red/

green (RG) and blue/yellow (BY) axes while the light/dark (LD) axis is orthogonal

to this plane. The red/green axis is calculated as Δ(L −M), the blue/yellow axis

as Δ(S − (L +M)) and the light/dark axis as Δ(L +M + S), where L, M, and S are the

excitations for the 3 different types of cones. WL, WM, and WS are the

excitations at the white point for the L, M, and S cones, respectively. Changes in

cone excitations for each of the axes are shown.
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stimulus onset minus the average baseline divided by the stand-
ard deviation of the baseline. Only MUA with SNR ≥2 were used
for further analysis.

The spatial frequency tuning curves for both LFP and MUA
were fit with Gaussian functions and the size tuning curves
with a Naka-Rushton (hyperbolic) function. Only fits with
r2≥ 0.6 were used to extract tuning values. From the spatial fre-
quency tuning, we extracted the peak frequency, the high spatial
frequency cutoff and the band-pass index. The peak spatial fre-
quency was defined as the peak of the Gaussian. The high spatial
frequency cutoff was defined as the spatial frequency higher
than the peak that generated half-maximum response. The
band-pass index was defined as the ratio of the response at the

peak spatial frequency to the response at the lowest spatial fre-
quency tested (0.01 cpd). The band-pass ratio was 1 for LFPs
with low-pass spatial frequency tuning and larger than 1 for
those with band-pass tuning. From the size tuning fit of each
LFP recording,we extracted the size that generated themaximum
responses (peak size), the size that generated 50% of the max-
imumresponses (S50) and the suppression index. The suppression
indexwasdefinedas1 minusthe ratio between the response to the
largest grating tested and the peak response. The suppression
index equals 1 if the largest grating suppresses completely the
LFP response and 0 if it does not suppress the response.

We measured the LFP spatial frequency tuning in 92 record-
ing sites and 66 passed our criteria for SNR (≥2) and tuning fit

Figure 2. LFP chromatic responses for the contrast test (a–c) and the phase test (d–f ). LFP traces (top) and mean LFP amplitude (bottom) for the 3 cardinal axis: luminance

(a,d), blue/yellow (b,e), and red/green (c,f ). The gratings at the top left corner of the LFP trace illustrate the stimulus phase (a–c) or the phase combination used to construct

the stimulus (d–f ). See Materials and Methods for details. t-Test: ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05, ns = not significant, n = 8 trials.
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(r2 ≥ 0.6), 43 for luminance gratings, 44 for blue/yellow gratings,
and 51 for red/green gratings (note that many LFP recordings
were tuned to both luminance and color). Out of the LFP record-
ings that showed significant tuning to chromatic gratings, 36
passed our chromatic tests (21 for the contrast test, 31 for the
phase test, and 16 for both); 28 were tuned to blue/yellow grat-
ings, 27 to red/green gratings, and 19 to both. Of the 92 recording
sites, only 29 MUA recordings passed our significance criteria for
SNR (≥2) and tuning fit (r2 ≥ 0.6). Out of the 29 MUA recordings
tuned to spatial frequency, 18 were tuned to luminance gratings,
16 to blue/yellow, and 11 to red/green gratings. Eleven MUA re-
cordings were associated with chromatic LFP responses (8 classi-
fied based on the contrast test and 9 based on the phase test).
From these 11 MUA recordings, 9 responded to blue/yellow grat-
ings and 5 also responded to red/green gratings. In 29 MUA
recordings, the spatial frequency tuning was significant for at
least one of the 3 cardinal axes (red/green, blue/yellow, or lumi-
nance) and, in 21 recordings, it was significant for at least one
of the 2 chromatic axis (red/green or blue/yellow).

We measured LFP size tuning in 63 recording sites and 52
passed our criteria for SNR (≥2) and tuning fit (r2 ≥ 0.6), 50 for
luminance gratings, 23 for blue/yellow gratings, and 25 for
red/green gratings. From these 52 recordings, 17 passed our chro-
matic tests (13 for the contrast test, 13 for the phase test, and 9 for
both); 14 were tuned to blue/yellow gratings, 12 to red/green grat-
ings, and 9 to both.WemeasuredMUA size tuning in the same 63
recording sites but only 19 MUA recordings passed our signifi-
cance criteria for SNR (≥2) and tuning fit (r2 ≥ 0.6). From these
19 MUA recordings with robust size tuning, 15 were tuned to lu-
minance gratings, 9 to blue/yellow gratings, and 9 to red/green
gratings. Seven MUA recordings were associated with chromatic
LFP responses (5 classified with contrast test and 7 with phase
test); 6 responded to blue/yellow gratings; and 2 to red/green
gratings (1 responded to both).

Results
We used a chronically implantedmultielectrode array with inde-
pendently movable electrodes to record LFPs in area V1 of awake
primates at different cortical depths (Swadlow et al. 2005; Chen
et al. 2008). LFP responses to chromatic contrast were identified
with 2 different tests: a contrast test (n = 80) and/or a phase test
(n = 92). In the contrast test, an LFP recording site was classified
as “chromatic” (responsive to chromatic contrast) if the response
to red/green or blue/yellow gratings was significantly stronger
than the response to luminance gratings with 15% contrast
(Fig. 2a–c; luminance: 0.189 and 0.189 mV, blue/yellow: 0.261
and 0.278 mV, P < 0.001; red/green: 0.344 and 0.338 mV, P < 0.001,
t-tests). Because many V1 cells respond strongly to both equilu-
minant and luminance gratings (Johnson et al. 2001, 2004), we
used the phase independence between luminance and chromati-
city to avoid misclassifying a large number of LFP recordings as
non-chromatic. In this phase test, we added a luminance grating
of 10–15% contrast to a luminance, blue/yellow, or red/green grat-
ing. Because the 2 added gratings could have 2 different phases,
we generated 4 phase combinations of stimuli in total. By using
this approach, LFPs driven by low luminance contrast responded
well when the added gratings were in phase (Fig. 2d, top and bot-
tom LFP traces) but not when theywere out phase (Fig. 2d, middle
LFP traces).On the contrary, LFPsdrivenbypure chromatic contrast
responded equallywell to all phase combinations (Fig. 2e,f ). As illu-
strated in Figure 2d–f, this approach identified LFP chromatic re-
sponses even if the LFP responded to low luminance contrasts.

Spatial Frequency Tuning

After identifying LFP recording sites that responded to pure chro-
matic contrast, we measured the spatial frequency tuning of the
LFP with luminance (94% or 30% contrast), blue/yellow (94% con-
trast), and red/green gratings (94% contrast). Figure 3 illustrates 2
examples of LFP recordings classified as chromatic with both red/
green and blue/yellow gratings. The LFPs illustrated in Figure 3a–d
were recorded at 10.43° eccentricity (azimuth: 9.71°, elevation:
3.82°), and the average response amplitude was larger for lumi-
nance (0.60 mV) than blue/yellow (0.45 mV) and red/green
(0.37 mV) gratings. The peak of the spatial frequency tuning and
spatial frequency cutoff were highest for luminance gratings
(peak: 3.53 cpd, cutoff: 6.00 cpd), intermediate for blue/yellow grat-
ings (peak: 0.84 cpd, cutoff: 1.32 cpd) and lowest for red/green grat-
ings (peak: 0.27 cpd, cutoff: 1.06 cpd). The spatial frequency tuning
wasmore band-pass for luminance (2.45) and blue/yellow gratings
(2.71) than for red/green gratings (1.05). Unlike Figure 3a–d, the
LFPs illustrated in Figure 3e–g were band-pass for all 3 cardinal
axes of color space (band-pass ratio: 1.46 for luminance, 1.57 for
red/green, and 1.75 for blue/yellow). However, the LFP spatial fre-
quency peak and cutoff were still higher for luminance than chro-
matic gratings (peak/cutoff: 0.98/1.40 cpd for luminance, 0.82/1.31
cpd for blue/yellow, 0.68/1.22 cpd for red/green), while the LFP am-
plitudes were similar (0.12 mV for luminance, blue/yellow, and
red/green).

Many LFP recordings could not be classified as chromatic with
our contrast and phase tests. In the example shown in Figure 4a–d,
only the red/green grating generated a response that could be con-
firmed as chromatic. The LFP responsewas stronger to blue/yellow
(0.16 mV) than red/green gratings (0.14 mV), however, only the re-
sponse to red/green passed the phase test. The response to lumi-
nance gratings (0.12 mV) passed our criterion of SNR (≥2) but not
of tuning fit (r2≥ 0.6). Therefore, we only compared the red/green
and blue/yellow spatial frequency tuning. Consistent with previ-
ous examples, the tuning for blue/yellow had higher spatial fre-
quency peak (1.00 cpd), cutoff (1.65 cpd), and band-pass ratio
(1.65) than the tuning for red/green (peak: 0.79 cpd; cutoff: 1.29
cpd; ratio: 1.33).

A clearer example of an LFP unresponsive to color is illu-
strated in Figure 4e–h. These LFPs were recorded at 15.31° eccen-
tricity (azimuth: 15.29°, elevation: 0.71°) and responded much
stronger to luminance gratings (0.46 mV) than chromatic gratings
(blue/yellow: 0.27 mV, red/green: 0.28 mV). The responses to
chromatic gratings did not pass our criterion of SNR (≥2); there-
fore, we only measured the tuning parameters for luminance
gratings. The luminance spatial frequency tuning had a peak of
3.64 cpd, a cutoff of 5.92 cpd, and a band-pass ratio of 1.75.

To investigate the main differences between the spatial fre-
quency tuning of LFPs to luminance and chromatic stimuli, we
selected all LFP recording sites that had chromatic responses to
both red/green and blue/yellow gratings, as identified by the con-
trast test, the phase test, or both. Then,we selected all LFP record-
ings that passed our criterion of SNR (≥2) and goodness of fit
(r2 ≥ 0.6) for the 3 color axes, luminance, blue/yellow, and red/
green. This selection resulted in 13 LFP recordings with a mean
eccentricity of 8.37° (median: 8.73°). The analysis of these LFP re-
cordings demonstrates that the peak of the spatial frequency
tuning is ∼3.5 times higher for luminance than chromatic grat-
ings and ∼2 times higher for blue/yellow than red/green gratings
(Fig. 5a). Similarly, the spatial frequency cutoff is ∼2.5 times high-
er for luminance than chromatic gratings (Fig. 5b). The average
spatial frequency tuning was band-pass for luminance and
blue/yellow gratings and low-pass for red/green gratings
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(Fig. 5c). Moreover, although luminance gratings generated slight-
ly stronger responses than chromatic gratings, (Fig. 5d, 0.34 vs.
0.27 and 0.26 mV), there was no significant difference between
the average response amplitudes to blue/yellow and red/green
gratings (0.27 vs. 0.26 mV, P = 0.37, t-test). If we classify the spatial
frequency tuning of LFPs in low-pass (band-pass ratio <1.15) and
band-pass (band-pass ratio ≥1.15), most LFP recording sites were

either band-pass for all color axes (7/13) or band-pass for lumi-
nance and blue/yellow only (4/13). No LFP recording was band-
pass for luminance and low pass for blue/yellow, or low pass
for luminance and bandpass for red/green. These results demon-
strate that LFPs can respond robustly to pure chromatic contrast,
they can distinguish cortical sites responding to color from
others responding to pure luminance, have excellent spatial

Figure 3.Twoexamples of LFP spatial frequency tuning. (a–d) LFP recordingswith low-pass spatial frequency tuning for red/green and band-pass tuning for luminance and

blue/yellow gratings. (e–h) LFP recordingwith band-pass spatial frequency tuning for the 3 cardinal axes of color space. Numbers on left side are spatial frequency in cycles

per degree (cpd). (d) LFP spatial frequency tunings for first example. Black triangles: spatial frequency peaks. Gray triangles: spatial frequency cutoffs. Visual eccentricity:

10.43° (azimuth: 9.71°, elevation: 3.82°). (h) LFP spatial frequency tunings for second example. Visual eccentricity at 11.20° (azimuth: 10.29°, elevation: 4.41°). For both

examples, LFP responses to both blue/yellow and red/green gratings were confirmed as chromatic with both contrast and phase tests. For both examples, maximum

axis contrast was 94% for luminance, for blue/yellow and red/green.
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resolution (∼5 cpd for achromatic gratings, ∼2 cpd for chromatic
gratings) and show stronger suppression to low spatial frequen-
cies (band-pass tuning) for achromatic and blue/yellow gratings
than red/green gratings.

Our results also demonstrate that the LFP spatial frequency
peak is strongly correlated with the spatial frequency cutoff at

the 3 color axes (Fig. 5e). However, the slope of the regression
was higher (and closer to 1) for luminance than chromatic grat-
ings, indicating a more rapid decline of responses to high spatial
frequencies for luminance gratings. The intercept is also more
negative for luminance gratings because the cutoffs are also
higher. The spatial frequency cutoff is also correlated with the

Figure 4. Two more examples of LFP spatial frequency tuning. (a–d) LFP recording with band-pass spatial frequency tuning for red/green and blue/yellow gratings. The

tuning for luminance grating could not be fitted because we did not use gratings with spatial frequency high enough to reach the cutoff value. LFP chromatic response

could be confirmed with the phase test for red/green gratings but not blue/yellow gratings. Maximum axis contrast was 30% for luminance and 94% for blue/yellow and

red/green. Black triangles: spatial frequency peaks. Gray triangles: spatial frequency cutoffs. Visual eccentricity 8.73° (azimuth: 7.76°, elevation: 4°). (e–h) LFP recordings

with band-pass spatial frequency tuning for the luminance axis, and no spatial frequency tuning for the chromatic axes. LFP responses to blue/yellowand red/green could

not be confirmed as chromaticwith either contrast or phase tests. Maximumaxis contrastwas 94% for luminance, for blue/yellowand red/green. Visual eccentricity 15.31°

eccentricity (azimuth: 15.29°, elevation: 0.71°).
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Figure 5. Spatial frequency averages and correlations for each cardinal axis. (a–d) Average differences in spatial frequency tuning for luminance (LD), blue/yellow (BY), and

red/green (RG) gratings for spatial frequency peak (a), cutoff (b), band-pass ratio (c), and LFP amplitude (d). Paired t-test (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, ns = not significant). For this

analysis, we used only LFP recordings (n = 13)with chromatic responses confirmed for both red/green andblue/yellowaxes and significant spatial frequency tuning for all 3

axes (SNR≥2, r2≥ 0.6). Error bars are standard errors. (e) LFP spatial frequency cutoff is correlatedwith spatial frequency peak for luminance (black diamonds), blue/yellow

(blue squares), and red/green gratings (red circles). (f ) The LFP spatial frequency cutoff was also correlated with the band-pass ratio for luminance gratings. (g,h) Visual

eccentricity is correlated with spatial frequency peak (g) and cutoff (h).
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band-pass ratio measured with luminance gratings (Fig. 5f,
r = 0.59, P < 0.001) but not with blue/yellow (r = −0.33, P = 0.09) or
red/green gratings (r = 0.10, P = 0.62). This correlation reveals a
trend for the luminance (but not chromatic) tuning to become
more band-pass as the spatial frequency peak increases, a
trend that may be due, at least in part, to the more restricted
range of cutoffs for chromatic than luminance spatial frequency
tunings (chromatic <4 cpd; luminance ≤6 cpd). Both the spatial
frequency peak (Fig. 5g) and cutoff (Fig. 5h) were correlated with
the eccentricity of the recordings. These correlations were sig-
nificant for luminance (peak: r = −0.46, P < 0.01; cutoff: r = −0.46,
P < 0.01), blue/yellow (peak: r = −0.73, P < 0.001; cutoff: r = −0.67,
P < 0.001), and red/green gratings (peak: r =−0.58, P < 0.01; cutoff:
r = −0.85, P < 0.001). However, the slope of the regression was ∼2
times more negative for luminance than chromatic gratings
(Fig. 5g), which indicates that the LFP responses to high spatial
frequencies decline more rapidly with eccentricity for lumi-
nance than chromatic gratings. These results demonstrate
that the spatial resolution of LFPs decays with visual eccentri-
city for both chromatic and achromatic gratings and that the
LFP responses showing the highest spatial resolution for lumi-
nance gratings also show the strongest suppression to low spa-
tial frequency gratings (i.e., have higher values of band-pass
ratio).

Size Tuning

To study in more detail the differences between the LFP spatial
resolution to luminance and chromatic gratings, we measured
the LFP size tuning in 63 recording sites. In the recording illu-
strated in Figure 6a–d, the maximum and half-maximum LFP re-
sponse was generated by smaller luminance than chromatic
gratings (maximum/half-maximum for luminance: 2.80°/0.67°;
blue/yellow: 6.75°/2.20°, red/green: 8.01°/3.75°). Moreover, large
luminance gratings suppressed the LFP response ∼2 times more
strongly (0.53) than large chromatic gratings (blue/yellow: 0.27;
red/green: 0.22). However, not all LFP responses were suppressed
by large stimuli. In the example from Figure 6e–h, the LFP
response steadily increased with stimulus size and did not
saturate within the range of stimulus sizes tested (up to 12°).
The LFP response in this recording was remarkably strong for lu-
minance (0.43 mV), blue/yellow (0.38 mV), and red/green gratings
(0.42 mV) and, as in the previous example, a small stimulus of
0.5° diameter generated a visible response to luminance gratings
(SNR = 1.54) but not chromatic gratings (SNR = 1.21 for blue/
yellow and 1.29 for red/green). On average, the maximum and
half-maximum LFP responses were generated by smaller lumi-
nance gratings (maximum/half-maximum: 5.91°/2.43°) than
chromatic gratings (maximum/half-maximum for blue/yellow:
8.88°/3.24°; for red/green: 10.65°/4.87°; Fig. 7a,b). Moreover, large
luminance gratings suppressed LFP responses more strongly
than large chromatic gratings (Fig. 7c) even when their average
LFP response amplitudes were not significantly different
(Fig. 7d, luminance: 0.21 mV, blue/yellow: 0.25 mV, red/green:
0.28 mV, P = 0.13 for luminance vs. red/green, P = 0.28 for lumi-
nance vs. blue/yellow, P = 0.60 for blue/yellow vs. red/green,
t-test). The percentage of LFP recordings that generated a signifi-
cant response to the smallest grating tested (SNR ≥2; no criteria
for tuning fit) was also larger for luminance than chromatic grat-
ings (luminance: 22%, 13 of 60; blue/yellow: 0%, 0 of 14; red/green:
0%, 0 of 12). Moreover, the average SNR of the LFP driven by the
smallest grating was significantly higher for luminance (1.85)
than either blue/yellow (1.31, P < 0.001, t-test) or red/green grat-
ings (1.37, P < 0.001, t-test). These findings further demonstrate

that the visual spatial resolution of LFP responses is higher for
luminance than chromatic gratings.

Cortical Depth of LFP Recordings

To estimate the cortical depth of the recordings, wemeasured the
polarity of the LFP generated by a luminance grating, which is
negative at the top and middle layers of the cortex and becomes
positive at the deep layers (Schroeder et al. 1998; Maier et al. 2011;
Li et al. 2015). The LFP polarity was not correlated with the LFP
spatial frequency peak, spatial frequency cutoff, preferred stimu-
lus size, size that generated half-maximum response, the size
suppression, the eccentricity of the recordings, or the amplitude
of the LFP response. However, it was significantly correlated with
the band-pass ratio of the spatial frequency tuning measured
with blue/yellow gratings (Fig. 7f ). This correlation could indicate
that the layers with most positive LFPs (deep layers of the cortex)
have themost pronounced band-pass spatial frequency for blue/
yellow gratings. However, since we tested 8 × 3 correlations with
LFP polarity, there is more than 5% probability that the correl-
ation reached significance by chance. The lack of correlation be-
tween LFP polarity and the red/green or luminance band-pass
ratios could be due to the smaller sample size and/or lack of re-
cordings with positive LFPs well fit for spatial frequency tuning
(Fig. 7e–g). For example, LFPs with spatial frequency cutoffs high-
er than 6 cpdwere poorlyfitwith aGaussian function because the
highest spatial frequency thatwe testedwas 6 cpd (e.g., Fig. 4a–d).

The LFP Has Higher Spatial Resolution than MUA

To compare the spatial resolution of LFP and MUA, we selected
recordings in which both MUA and LFP were robustly tuned to
spatial frequency. To our surprise, we found that the spatial fre-
quency peak and cutoff were frequently higher for LFP thanMUA,
which indicates that LFP signals have higher spatial resolution
than MUA signals. In the example illustrated in Figure 8a–d, the
spatial frequency peaks and cutoffs were consistently higher
for LFP than MUA for luminance, blue/yellow and red/green
gratings. Also consistent with previous findings, gratings of low
spatial frequencies suppressed LFP transient responses less
than MUA transient responses (Bauer et al. 1995; Gieselmann
and Thiele 2008; but see Ray andMaunsell 2011 for other compar-
isons of LFP frequency spectrum). Theweaker LFP suppression to
low spatial frequencies could be demonstrated with measure-
ments of spatial frequency tuning (Fig. 8a–d, LFP is less band-
pass than MUA) and size tuning (Fig. 8e–h, large stimuli suppress
MUA more than LFP). In the example illustrated in Figure 8e–h,
both LFP and MUA responded well to luminance and chromatic
gratings; however, MUA showed stronger size suppression.
On average, LFP visual responses to luminance gratings had
∼2 times higher spatial frequency peaks and cutoffs than MUA
visual responses (Fig. 9a–d), were less suppressed by low spatial
frequencies (Fig. 9e,f ) and responded better to large gratings
than MUA (Fig. 9g–l). These differences were most pronounced
when comparing LFP and MUA recorded with the same electrode
tip (Fig. 9a,c,e) but theyalso reached significancewhen comparing
LFPs and MUAs recorded with different electrodes (Fig. 9b,d,f ).
The sample of LFPs and MUAs recorded with different electrodes
included significant responses to chromatic gratings, which we
used to compare the LFP and MUA spatial resolution in macaque
visual cortex with the spatial resolution measured with psycho-
physical experiments in humans. A ratio of spatial frequency cut-
offs between luminance and chromatic gratings was calculated
to facilitate the comparison across visual eccentricities and
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species (i.e., macaques and humans). The results from this ana-
lysis indicate that the chromatic/luminance ratio measured with
psychophysical experiments in humans (Mullen 1985) is closer to
the ratio measured with LFP thanMUA activity (Fig. 10a) and that
the suppression caused by luminance gratings with low spatial
frequencies is much more pronounced in human vision than in
both LFP and MUA recordings (Fig. 10b).

Discussion
We demonstrate that LFPs respond robustly to pure chromatic
contrast through the depth of the visual cortex and that the LFP
visual spatial resolution (spatial frequency cutoff ) is ∼2.5 times
lower for chromatic gratings than luminance gratings, a value
that approaches the ratio of achromatic/chromatic spatial

Figure 6. Examples of LFP size tuning. (a–c) LFP recordings showing pronounced response suppression to large stimuli. LFP responses to red/green gratings were confirmed

as chromatic with both the contrast and phase tests. LFP responses to blue/yellow were confirmed as chromatic with the contrast test. Numbers on left side are size in

degrees of visual angle. (d) LFP size tuning showing strong suppression for large sizes. Black triangle: preferred size. Gray triangle: size that generated half-maximum

response. Visual eccentricity: 11.20° (azimuth: 10.29°, elevation: 4.41°). (e–g) LFP recordings showing no response suppression to large stimuli. LFP responses to red/

green gratings were confirmed as chromatic with both the contrast and phase tests. LFP responses to blue/yellow were confirmed as chromatic with both the contrast

and phase tests. (h) LFP size tuning showing no size suppression. Visual eccentricity: 5.09° (azimuth: 5.06°, elevation: 0.59°). For both examples, maximum axis

contrast was 94% for luminance, for blue/yellow and red/green.
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resolution measured with psychophysical experiments in hu-
mans (∼3). We also show that the spatial resolution is higher
for LFP thanMUA cortical responses, a finding thatmay have im-
plications for measurements of cortical spatial resolution with
future neuronal prosthesis. Our results also demonstrate that
light/dark and blue/yellow gratings suppress LFP responses
more than red/green gratings and that, consistently with previ-
ous studies (Bauer et al. 1995; Gieselmann and Thiele 2008), the
response suppression to low spatial frequencies is weaker for
LFP than MUA. Finally, although L and M cones are 10–20 times
more abundant than S cones in the macaque retina (Wikler and
Rakic 1990; Martin and Grunert 1999; Roorda et al. 2001), our re-
sults suggest that the LFP visual spatial resolution in area V1 is
1.9 times higher for blue/yellow than red/green gratings.

Cortical Spread of LFP

The LFP is becoming a commonmeasurement of neuronal popu-
lation activity inmultiple cortical areas including V1 (Victor et al.
1994; Kayser and Konig 2004; Jia et al. 2011; Lashgari et al. 2012),
V4 (Sundberg et al. 2012; Mineault et al. 2013), MT (Liu and
Newsome 2006; Khayat et al. 2010), and IT (Pesaran et al. 2002;
Banerjee et al. 2010; Hagan et al. 2012). Although recordings

from spikesmeasuredirectly the neuronal output, single neuron-
al recordings usually last a few hours and only rarely extend for
much longer (Swadlow 1985). In contrast, LFP recordings can
readily remain stable for many months, which is an important
advantage for the development of neuronal prosthesis (Andersen
et al. 2004). LFP signals may be better related to fMRI activity
(Logothetis et al. 2001) and, unlike spikes, they include subthres-
hold modulations in membrane potential (Mitzdorf 1985;
Kamondi et al. 1998). A problem with LFPs is that their response
includes multiple neurons whose number, type, geometrical
arrangement and specific contributions are unknown (Einevoll
et al. 2007; Linden et al. 2010, 2011; Gratiy et al. 2011; Buzsaki
et al. 2012). If the neurons contributing to LFP were scattered
over large brain regions, the LFPs would provide a poor measure
of local neuronal activity. Fortunately, recent studies suggest that
some LFP frequency bands originate from cortical regions re-
stricted to just a few hundred microns (Swadlow and Gusev
2000; Pettersen et al. 2006; Jin et al. 2008; Katzner et al. 2009;
Xing et al. 2009; Lashgari et al. 2012). While multiunit activity is
thought to include neurons within ∼100 µm radius (Henze et al.
2000; Buzsaki 2004), the radius is ∼250 µm for LFP (Katzner et al.
2009; Xing et al. 2009; Lashgari et al. 2012) and 2–5 mm for gradi-
ent echo BOLD fMRI signals (Ugurbil et al. 2003; Shmuel et al.

Figure 7. Size tuning and correlations for each cardinal axis (a–d). (a–d) Average differences in size tuning for luminance (LD), blue/yellow (BY), and red/green (RG) gratings

for size peak (a), half-maximum response (S50, b), suppression index (c), and LFP amplitude (d). t-Test (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05, ns = not significant). For this analysis,

we selected LFP recordings that passed the color test (contrast and/or phase) for blue/yellow and/or red/green. The selected LFP recordings also had SNR ≥2 and r2≥ 0.6

goodness of fit for the size tuning. The sample includes 50 LFPsmeasuredwith luminance (LD) gratings, 14 LFPsmeasuredwith blue/yellow (BY) gratings and 12measured

with red/green (RG) gratings. Error bars are standard errors. (e–g) LFP polarity was correlated with the band-pass spatial frequency ratio of blue/yellow gratings (blue

squares, f ) but not luminance gratings (black diamonds, e), or red/green gratings (red circles, g). However, this correlation should be interpreted with caution because

we tested 8 × 3 correlations with LFP polarity and, therefore, there is more than 5% probability that this correlation reached significance by chance. The grating size

used to measure LFP polarity was 1°. LFPs included in this analysis had to pass our criterion for signal-to-noise ratio in the responses to 1° gratings (SNR ≥2). In
addition, they had to pass our goodness-of-fit criterion for the spatial frequency tuning (r2≥ 0.6), which was needed to measure the spatial frequency band-pass ratio.

dva: degrees of visual angle.
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2007). Therefore, the volume of neurons recorded by LFP has a ra-
dius that is at least one order of magnitude smaller than for fMRI
signals.

LFP Chromatic Selectivity in Area V1

The limited ∼250 µm spread of LFP is consistent with studies
demonstrating robust LFP stimulus selectivity for retinotopy,

eye input, orientation, direction, and even spatial phase (Liu
and Newsome 2006; Berens et al. 2008; Katzner et al. 2009; Xing
et al. 2009; Lashgari et al. 2012; Mineault et al. 2013). Surprisingly,
LFP selectivity for equiluminant chromatic stimuli has only been
studied in one previous article (Victor et al. 1994), perhaps be-
cause LFP chromatic responses were thought to be weak. Weak
chromatic responses would be expected if the spatial resolution
of the LFP was too low to measure in cortical cells restricted to

Figure 8. LFP has higher spatial resolution and is less suppressed by low spatial frequencies than MUA. (a–c) LFP and MUA responses to different spatial frequencies. (d)

Spatial frequency tuning for LFP (continuous lines) and MUA (discontinuous lines). The spatial frequency peak is higher for LFP (gray triangle) than MUA (open triangle).

(e–g) LFP andMUA responses to gratings of different sizes. (h) Size tuning for LFP (circles and solid lines) andMUA (squares and dashed lines). Scale is shown on the left for

LFP amplitude and on the right for MUA.
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thin layers [thickness of layer 4Cbeta ∼170 µm (O’Kusky and
Colonnier 1982; Hawken et al. 1988)] or small blobs [diameter of
blobs ∼ 150–200 µm, (Horton andHubel 1981; Horton 1984; Living-
stone and Hubel 1984)] and if the cells generating chromatic re-
sponses were few in number, as some studies suggest (∼10%
according to Conway and Livingstone (2006)). However, recent

studies indicate that LFP signals can be sometimes restricted to
∼200 µm within cortical layer 4 (Swadlow and Gusev 2000;
Swadlow 2002; Jin et al. 2008; Stoelzel et al. 2008) and that ∼40%
of V1 neurons respond to equiluminant chromatic gratings
[75% of these also respond to luminance (Johnson et al. 2001)].
Consistently with the results from Johnson et al. (2001), 41% of

Figure 9. LFP is less suppressed by large stimuli thanMUA. (a–l) Average values of LFP (dark colors) andMUA (light colors) of spatial frequency peak (a,b), cutoff (c,d), band-

pass ratio (e,f ), size peak (g,h), S50 (i,j), and suppression index (k,l). Left panels (a,c,e,g,i,k) show LFP/MUA recordings from the same electrode tip. Right panels (b,d,f,h,j,l)

show LFP/MUA recordings from the same or different electrode tips. The number of recording sites is shown at the upper right corner of each plot. t-Test (***P < 0.001,

**P < 0.01, *P < 0.05, ns = not significant). dva: degrees of visual angle.
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our LFP recordings responded to equiluminant red/green gratings
(27/66) and 42% to blue/yellow gratings (28/66). Also consistently
with Conway and Livingstone (2006), who found few cortical neu-
rons responding to small color patches, many of our LFPs re-
sponded to small luminance gratings but only 5% responded to
small red/green gratings (40 vs. 2, for 2° grating size).

Previous studies claimed that color-opponent cells were con-
centrated in blobs within the superficial layers of the cortex (Liv-
ingstone and Hubel 1984; Ts’o and Gilbert 1988; Landisman and
Ts’o 2002b); however, other studies failed to confirm these find-
ings (Lennie et al. 1990; Leventhal et al. 1995). Because cortical
blobs are strongly driven by equiluminant chromatic stimuli
with low spatial frequency (Tootell et al. 1988; Lu and Roe 2007;
Xiao et al. 2007; Valverde Salzmann et al. 2012), it has been sug-
gested that it is the low spatial frequency and not the color oppo-
nency that is clustered (Silverman et al. 1989). Color-opponent
cells may also cluster in other cortical compartments and/or
layers (Dowand Vautin 1987; Lund 1988; Chatterjee and Callaway
2003); however, the segregation of color in visual cortex remains a
matter of debate. Our results are consistent with the notion that
neurons responsive to chromatic contrast cluster in visual cortex
(Livingstone and Hubel 1988; Landisman and Ts’o 2002a; Xiao
et al. 2007). If the 40% of neurons responding to equiluminant
red/green gratings (Johnson et al. 2001, 2004) were widely distrib-
uted in area V1, we would expect LFP responses to be ∼2 times
stronger to luminance than chromatic gratings [40% of V1 cells
respond to color; 90% of V1 cells respond to luminance, according
to Johnson et al. (2001, 2004)]. However, the average amplitude of
the LFP responses was comparable for luminance and chromatic
gratings, when measured with optimal grating sizes. Also, our
finding that some LFP recording sites responded only to lumi-
nance gratings demonstrates that neurons responsive to chro-
matic gratings are not homogeneously distributed in area V1.

Technical Limitations in the Measurements of Chromatic
Responses in Visual Cortex

AV1 cell driven by equiluminant chromatic contrast may not ne-
cessarily be involved in color encoding and may not even receive
input from the parvocellular pathway. For example a small mis-
match in the strength of the cone inputs to a magnocellular

retinal ganglion cell could make the cell responsive to chromatic
contrast. However, such amagnocellular cell would behavemore
as a miscalibrated luminance photometer than a color detector
(Gegenfurtner et al. 1994). Luminance artifacts may arise from a
variety of sources when using equiluminant stimuli, including
chromatic aberrations, unbalanced L andM cone inputs (Shapley
1990), and variations in macular pigment density across the ret-
ina (Snodderly, Auran, et al. 1984; Cottaris 2003). Chromatic aber-
rations can also cause luminance artifacts in humans when
equiluminant gratings are presented at high spatial frequencies
(>8 cpd) (Sekiguchi et al. 1993). A V1 cell will bemost useful to en-
code color if it responds to an equiluminant chromatic grating
more strongly than to a luminance grating with the same cone
contrast. In this study, we identified LFP chromatic responses
based on this contrast principle and a phase test inspired by pre-
vious measurements in single neurons and fMRI (Gegenfurtner
et al. 1994; Goddard et al. 2010).

Differences in LFP Responses to Chromatic and
Luminance Gratings

Our results demonstrate that the spatial resolution of LFPs is
higher (and the tuning more band-pass) for luminance than
chromatic red/green gratings. These results are consistent with
a previous LFP study in area V1 (Victor et al. 1994) and with mea-
surements of human contrast sensitivity (Mullen 1985). Surpris-
ingly, our results also demonstrate that the spatial frequency
peak is higher for blue/yellow than red/green gratings even if L
andM cones aremore abundant than S cones in themacaque ret-
ina (Wikler and Rakic 1990;Martin and Grunert 1999; Roorda et al.
2001). Previous measurements of spatial frequency tuning in the
LGNofmonkeys demonstrated that somekoniocellular cells have
spatial frequency peaks and cutoffs that are intermediate be-
tween parvocellular and magnocellular cells (Norton et al. 1988;
Weltzien et al. 2014). Therefore, taken together, these results in-
dicate that visual spatial resolution of cortical responses for blue/
yellow gratings is better than expected from the density of the S
cone array in the retina.

Our results also indicate that the LFP response suppression
driven by low spatial frequencies can be 4.5 times stronger for lu-
minance than chromatic red/green gratings (Fig. 7c), a ratio that is

Figure 10. Comparison of achromatic/chromatic spatial resolution and band-pass ratio among LFP, MUA, and human psychophysics. (a) The ratio of luminance/color

spatial frequency cutoff measured with human psychophysics was closer to the ratio measured with LFP than MUA in macaques, both for blue/yellow (BY) and red/

green (RG) gratings. (b) The ratio of luminance/color bandpass measured with human psychophysics was much higher than that measured with LFP and MUA in

macaques. Values for human psychophysics were obtained from Mullen (1985). LD, light/dark gratings.
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∼2 times greater than what has been reported for cortical single
neurons recorded under anesthesia (Solomon et al. 2004). At
the same time, we found that the response suppression to low
spatial frequencies was weaker in LFP than MUA (see also
Bauer et al. 1995; Gieselmann and Thiele 2008). Taken together,
these results suggest that LFPs respond better thanMUA to lumi-
nance gratings with low spatial frequency and that LFPs differen-
tiate better the low spatial frequencies from achromatic and
chromatic gratings than single neurons.

We have also shown that low spatial frequencies suppress
most strongly the LFPs that have the highest spatial frequency
cutoffs. Because the spatial frequency cutoff is highest at the
fovea, low spatial frequencies should suppress LFPs mostly at
the center of vision. This low spatial frequency suppression
could serve to restrict foveal cortical responses to thefinest details
and highest spatial frequencies of the image. Consistent with this
interpretation, low spatial frequency suppression was much
stronger for luminance than chromatic gratings as the spatial
resolution was also higher for luminance gratings. Interestingly,
the decay of LFP responses to high spatial frequencies was also
steeper for luminance than chromatic gratings, which could indi-
cate that luminance gratings suppress LFP responses more than
chromatic gratings both at low and high spatial frequencies.

Finally, it was surprising to find that the cortical spatial reso-
lution for luminance and chromatic gratings was higher when
measured with LFP than spiking activity. A possible explanation
for this result is that gratings with high spatial frequency are able
to suppress spiking activity but not the subthreshold responses
contained in the LFP signals. An alternative explanation is that
LFPs pool from a larger population of cells than MUA and are
more likely to include cells with higher spatial frequency cutoffs.
Differences in the neuronal pool size could also explain why
human achromatic/chromatic spatial resolution is closer to the
LFP than MUA achromatic/chromatic ratio (i.e., the LFP neuronal
poolmay be closer in size to the critical population needed to per-
ceive a high spatial frequency grating). The reason why humans
and monkeys have better spatial resolution for achromatic than
chromatic gratings is unclear but could reflect the lower number
of cortical cells responding to color versus luminance.

In conclusion, LFP recordings provide an excellent approach
to measure population responses from cortical neurons to chro-
matic and achromatic stimuli. They respond robustly to both lu-
minance and color patterns, they have better spatial resolution
and weaker low spatial frequency suppression than spiking ac-
tivity and they provide a better estimate of the spatial resolution
ratio for achromatic/chromatic gratings measured with psycho-
physical experiments in humans. Because LFP recordings are
alsomore stable than spiking activity, LFPs seeman excellent sig-
nal to guide the implant of visual cortical prosthesis andmonitor
the response properties of the neuronal populations that are
being stimulated.
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